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(Received 30 April 2003; published 18 November 2003)216801-1We report total-energy electronic-structure calculations that provide energetics and electronic
structures of double-walled carbon nanotubes consisting of semiconducting (n; 0) nanotubes. We find
that optimum spacing between the walls of the nanotubes is slightly larger than the interlayer spacing of
the graphite. We also find that the electronic structures of the double-walled nanotubes with the inner
(7,0) nanotube are metallic with multicarrier characters in which electrons and holes exist on inner and
outer nanotubes, respectively. Interwall spacing and curvature difference are found to be essential for
the electron states around the Fermi level.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.216801 PACS numbers: 73.22.–f, 71.20.Tx, 73.20.Atcauses the small band repulsion at EF and the pseudogap
emerges near EF [9,10].
All calculations have been performed using the local-
density approximation (LDA) in the density-functionalCarbon nanotubes [1] have attracted a lot of attention
in the last decade due to possible applications for nano-
meter scale electronic devices in the next generation [2].
One of the most fascinating characteristics is that the
nanotubes exhibit interesting variations of their elec-
tronic structures depending on their atomic arrangement
along the circumference [3,4]. The electronic structures
of the nanotubes are characterized by the chiral index
(n;m): The nanotubes are metallic when jnmj is a mul-
tiple of three, whereas they are semiconducting otherwise
[3,4]. The peculiar electronic property is originated from
anisotropic energy bands of the graphite sheet and an
imposed boundary condition in the tubular structure. In
addition to the chirality, curvature also affects the elec-
tronic structure of the nanotubes. In the graphite, electron
states are classified into two groups: (sp2 orbital) and
(pz orbital) states. In the nanotubes, however, the  states
are rehybridized with the  states due to its lack of mirror
symmetry. Thus the rehybridization causes downward
shifts of the  electron states of the nanotubes and the
amount of the shift depends on the curvature. Indeed,
previous theoretical calculations reported that thin (n; 0)
nanotubes smaller than (6; 0) become metallic due to the
significant - rehybridization [5,6]. Furthermore the
curvature also affects the Fermi energy (EF) of the car-
bon nanotubes: EF of the metallic nanotubes indeed
depends on their radii [7].
On the other hand, the nanotubes are regarded as natu-
ral superunits that could be self-organized to become a
unique class of solids with structural hierarchy: Multi-
walled nanotubes [1] and bundles of nanotubes [8] are
known to be representative examples for such hierarchical
structures. The structural hierarchy also modulates the
electronic structure of the nanotubes. For the metallic
nanotubes, the weak interaction between the nanotubes0031-9007=03=91(21)=216801(4)$20.00 Recently, high resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy images have shown that ultrathin nanotubes
with their diameters of 4–6 A exist as the innermost shell
of the multiwalled nanotubes [11,12]. In addition, thin
double-walled nanotubes (DWNTs) are synthesized by
using carbon peapods as starting materials [13,14]:
Electron beam irradiation on the carbon peapods induces
coalescence of encapsulated C60s and results in the
DWNTs of which diameters of inner and outer shells
are about 6 and 13–14 A, respectively. Thus the multi-
walled nanotubes with thin innermost shells are realistic
materials and deserve serious investigation of their elec-
tronic structures which are expected to exhibit interesting
interplay among the network geometries, the curvature,
and the structural multiplicity.
In this Lett, we report total-energy electronic-structure
calculations performed for DWNTs consisting of the
inner zigzag (m; 0) (m  7, 8, and 10) and the outer
(n; 0) (n  15–20) nanotubes. We find that optimum inter-
wall spacing between inner and outer nanotubes is
slightly larger than the interlayer spacing of the graphite.
We also find that the DWNTs with the (7; 0) inner tube
become metallic, while the DWNTs with thicker inner
tubes are found to remain semiconducting. It is found that
the 7; 0@16; 0 is a metal in which the conduction and
the valence bands merge, giving rise to the finite density
of state at the Fermi level. The top of the valence and the
bottom of the conduction bands are localized on the
outer and inner nanotubes, respectively. Moreover, we
find that 7; 0@17; 0 and 7; 0@19; 0 nanotubes are
semimetals with the electron and hole concentrations of
about 1:5 1020 cm3. It is clarified that this surprising
electronic structure is due to the significant rehybridiza-
tion between  and  states of each nanotube. The mani-
festation of the effect in other DWNTs is also examined.2003 The American Physical Society 216801-1
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among electrons, we use a functional form [17] fitted to
the Monte Carlo results for the homogeneous electron gas
[18]. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated by us-
ing the Troullier-Martins scheme are adopted to describe
the electron-ion interaction [19,20]. The valence wave
functions are expanded by the plane-wave basis set with
a cutoff energy of 50 Ry which is known to give enough
convergence of the total energy to discuss the relative
stability of various carbon phases [19,21]. We carry out
the calculation for double-walled carbon nanotubes,
7; 0@n; 0 nanotubes (15  n  20), and other DWNTs
with different radii. We adopt a supercell model in which
a DWNT is placed with its outer wall of the nanotube
being separated by 7 A from the outer wall of an adjacent
DWNT. The conjugate-gradient minimization scheme is
utilized both for the electronic-structure calculation and
for the geometry optimization [22]. In the geometry opti-
mization, we impose a coaxial tube arrangement. Integra-
tion over the one-dimensional Brillouin zone is carried
out using the eight k points.
First, we explore the stability and the preferable inter-
wall spacing of the DWNTs. Figure 1 shows an energy
gain E for the formation of DWNTs [E : 7; 0 
n; 0 ! 7; 0@n; n E] as a function of the inter-
wall spacing. It is found that the (16; 0) is the most
favorable outer nanotube for the (7; 0) nanotube and gives
the largest jEj of about 0:94 eV=cell with the interwall
spacing of 3:52 A. Moreover, by interpolating the E of
zigzag nanotubes calculated here, we estimate that the
most preferable interwall spacing for the thin DWNTs is
3:56 A which is larger than the interlayer spacing of the
graphite (3:34 A). The interlayer spacing determined by
the present LDA calculation, 3:35 A, is slightly larger
than the experimental value. The difference between the
interlayer and interwall spacings is thus meaningful. The
peculiar interwall spacing has been indeed found in the
electron diffraction pattern on the DWNTs [23]. It seems
that the small tube radius and the incommensurability of
atomic arrangements between inner and outer nanotubes
causes the larger interwall spacing than the graphite.
Since the interwall spacing experimentally observed ex--1
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FIG. 1. Energy gain E (see text) per unit cell of the DWNTs
7; 0@n; 0, n  15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20.
216801-2hibits substantial distribution around their optimum value
[24], the DWNTs other than the most stable 7; 0@16; 0
are expected to be synthesized under usual conditions.
Thus, we here focus on the most stable two DWNTs,
7; 0@16; 0 and 7; 0@17; 0, and clarify their elec-
tronic structures.
Figures 2(a)–2(c) show electronic structures of zigzag
7; 0, 16; 0, and 17; 0 nanotubes, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2, all the zigzag nanotubes studied here are
semiconductors with moderate direct energy gaps at the 
point. The energy gap of the 7; 0 is narrower than those
of the 16; 0 and 17; 0: The calculated values are 0.49,
0.60, and 0.52 eV for 7; 0, 16; 0, and 17; 0, respec-
tively, which are in good agreement with those obtained
by the recent GW calculations [25]. The decrease in the
energy gap of 7; 0 is a consequence of the fact that the
- rehybridization increases with decreasing the tube
radius so that the -like states shift downwards. There-
fore, it is expected that the DWNTs consisting of the
semiconducting zigzag nanotubes exhibit an interesting
variation of electronic structures around the energy gap
since the amounts of energy shift of the  and
 states of
the zigzag nanotubes strongly depend on their radii.
The electronic structures of the DWNTs, 7; 0@16; 0
and 7; 0@17; 0, are shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), re-
spectively, exhibiting surprising features. The energy gap
vanishes although each constituent nanotube is a semi-
conductor with the finite energy gap. In 7; 0@16; 0, the
 and 
 states merge and thus the density of states at the
Fermi level becomes finite due to the characteristics of its
one-dimensional energy bands. In 7; 0@17; 0, the 
and 
 states even overlap and a substantial number of
carriers is generated. The formation of the double-walled
structures which introduces a new structural multiplicity
in the nanotube systems causes the metallization of the
semiconductors. Moreover, the results suggest that the
multiwalled nanotubes containing the innermost nano-
tubes with the diameter of 4–6 A become coated metallic
wires. The metallization of the 7; 0@16; 0 and the
7; 0@17; 0 is totally due to the difference in the down-
ward shift of the  and 
 electron states between the-3
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FIG. 2. Energy band structures of (a) 7; 0, (b) 16; 0,
(c) 17; 0, (d) 7; 0@16; 0, and (e) 7; 0@17; 0 nanotubes.
Energies are measured from the top of the  band. The  and 
denote the electron states of the highest branch of the  band
and the lowest branch of the 
 band, respectively.
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
 states of the inner tube are larger than those of the
outer tube because of the stronger rehybridization of 
and  states; the bottom of the conduction band possess-
ing the 
 character of the inner nanotube is thus located
near or below the top of the valence band distributed on
the outer nanotube. Overlap between the conduction band
of the inner nanotube and the valence band of the outer
nanotube results in the metallization of the DWNTs. Yet it
should be mentioned that the many-body correction might
be important for the unoccupied energy bands of the
semiconducting nanotubes [25] and is to be studied in
the future.
The distribution of the wave function unequivocally
reveals that the top of the  band (the doubly degenerate
 band) is distributed on the outer nanotube while the
bottom of the 
 band (the  band) is distributed on the
inner nanotube (Fig. 3). In the 7; 0@17; 0, it is found
that 5% of the  band is unoccupied, whereas 10% of the
 band isoccupied.When the 7; 0@17; 0 nanotubes are
bundled with 3 A separation, this corresponds to the
electron and the hole concentrations of about 1:5
1020 cm3. Thus the DWNTs consisting of the semicon-
ducting nanotubes with thin radius are semimetals in
which two kinds of the carriers are isolated in space.
The curvature of the inner tube itself is also an inter-
esting factor to possibly cause the metallization in the
DWNTs. We have thus calculated the electronic structures
of 8; 0@19; 0 and 8; 0@20; 0. We have indeed found
that downward shifts of conduction and valence bands
of the inner tubes relative to those of outer tubes areα β
FIG. 3. Contour plots of the squared wave functions at  of
the highest branch of the  band () and the lowest branch of
the 
 band () on the cross sectional plane of 7; 0@17; 0.
Each contour represents twice (or half) of the density of the
adjacent contour lines. The lowest values represented by the
contour is 4:6875 104 e=a:u:3. The solid circles denote
the atomic positions.
216801-3substantial but that 8; 0 is too thick to cause the metal-
lization: The calculated band gaps for 8; 0@19; 0 and
8; 0@20; 0 are 0.26 and 0.23 eV, respectively, about
half of the gaps of the constituent tubes. The calcula-
tions for 10; 0@19; 0 and 10; 0@20; 0 have been
also done, and they are found to be semiconductors
with the energy gaps of a half eV. It is thus concluded
that the metallization of the DWNTs is a consequence
from the subtle balance between the curvature difference
of the constituent tubes and the - rehybridization of
the inner tube.
The metallization in the DWNTs consisting of con-
stituent semiconducting nanotubes is induced by the cur-
vature difference between the inner 7; 0 and outer
nanotubes. Therefore, it is natural to consider that the
amount of the band overlap between the  and 
 states
monotonically increases with increasing the curvature
difference between the inner and outer nanotubes. The
situation is not so simple, however. As listed in Table I,
the amount of the band overlap for the 7; 0@17; 0 is
almost the same as those for the 7; 0@19; 0 and the
7; 0@20; 0, although the curvature difference mono-
tonically increases in the case. The result infers that the
space between the nanotubes may affect the electronic
structures near the Fermi level of the DWNTs.
The charge redistribution shows a role of space be-
tween inner and outer nanotubes. Figure 4 shows the
difference between the charge density of the DWNT and
the sum of the charge densities of the isolated inner and
outer nanotubes,   7;0@n;0  7;0  n;0. It is
clear that the electrons are transferred mainly from the 
orbitals of both inner and outer nanotubes to the spacious
region between the tubes. The amount of the decreased
electrons at each atomic site is almost identical so that the
total amount of the decreased electrons for the outer
nanotube is larger than that of the inner 7; 0 nanotube
owing to a site number imbalance between the outer and
inner nanotubes. On the other hand, the accumulated
electrons are mainly distributed in the interwall region
where the atoms are absent.
It is also found that the amount of the accumulated
charge decreases with increasing the interwall spacing
(Fig. 4). The distribution of the accumulated charge isTABLE I. The band overlap (Eo) between the  and 

states for 7; 0@16; 0, 7; 0@17; 0, 7; 0@19; 0, and
7; 0@20; 0. The amount of the Eo is defined as Eo  EKS 
EKS
 , where the EKS
 and EKS are the Kohn-Sham energy levels
of the bottom and the top of the 
 and  electron states,
respectively. The curvature of each nanotube, 1=r, is also listed.
Outer tube Eo (eV) 1=r (1= A)
16; 0 0.00 0.160
17; 0 0.13 0.150
19; 0 0.12 0.134
20; 0 0.13 0.128
216801-3
(a)
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FIG. 4. The contour plots of the more
negatively charged (electron rich) area,
, and that of the more positively
charged, , than a simple sum of
the charge densities of the isolated con-
stituent single-walled nanotubes for
(a) 7; 0@17; 0 and (b) 7; 0@19; 0.
Each contour represents twice (or half)
of the density of the adjacent contour
lines. The lowest values represented by
the contour is 4:6875 103 e=a:u:3.
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the carbon nanotubes, which are the common character-
istics of the tubular [26,27] and layered materials [28,29].
The distribution gives evidence of the hybridization be-
tween  states of the nanotube and the NFE state. It is
noteworthy that the NFE states are still located above EF
by about 2 eVor more and that the distribution shown in
Fig. 4 is not the NFE states themselves. The electron
states of the DWNTs depend not only on the curvature
of the constituent nanotubes but also on the interwall
spacing.
The results indicate that the DWNTs with thin inner-
most nanotubes have the potentiality of a possible ap-
plication for electron devices. The DWNTs exhibit
interesting conduction properties due to the existence of
electrons and holes which are distributed on the inner and
outer nanotubes, respectively: This may cause a new
scheme of controlling the Hall conductivity. On the other
hand, by peeling a part of the outer nanotubes [30], we
obtain the DWNT with a partly single-walled structure.
In this case, the nanotubes possess metal-insulator bor-
ders at the edges of the outer nanotube. Thus, it is ex-
pected that the border may be applicable for a diode in the
nanometer-scale electronic circuit.
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